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Thank you, Yasser Albogami



OHDSI Reproducibility Experiment

9 teams of  highly 
qualified experts

Pre-made 
concept sets

ATLAS 
instance Full day

Reproduce cohort logic for 
Target, Comparator and 

Outcome cohorts

+ + +

OHDSI 2021 Symposium



Focus: Target cohort – GLP1-RA users



Master implementation
Concept sets were discussed with the author and provided to the teams

1. Cohort entry 2. Exclusion and inclusion criteria (10)

3. Cohort exit



Teams’ implementations

9 different GLP1-RA user cohorts
All teams were confident they were able to translate the logic of  the paper into a cohort definition
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On average, the teams did not reproduce 60% of  the criteria
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Number of teams with deviations

Easy to reproduce

Not a simple criteria 
but a complex 
phenotype

Variable temporal logic

Complex criteria with 
multiple sub-elements
(conditions, drugs, visits)

Only the simplest criteria are easy to reproduce



Influence on patient selection
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Average agreement 
between the master 
cohort and teams’ 
implementations 
(patient overlap) was 
low and varied from 
0% to 35.4%

* Agreement was calculated as number of  patients in both cohorts divided by the number of  patients in either cohort
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Compared to the master, teams’ cohorts are different in baseline prevalence of  CLRD and 
antidiabetic drug exposure

* Blank spaces correspond to standardized difference of  means < 0.1



Researchers tend to underestimate the amount of  information 
needed to reproduce a study 

Design choices cannot be reproduced using free-text alone. 
Supplements and figures may introduce additional ambiguity

Sharing analytical code supported by a common data model allows 
reproducing a study in an unambiguous way

Conclusions


